Member's Only Discounts! EZ Play Song books

November 2013
Essential Songs - The 1980’s
Regular Price $19.95
Members Receive a 25% Discount
E-Z Play Today Volume 54
Over 70 hits from the ’80s, including: Against All Odds • Call Me • Could I Have This Dance • Foot-loose • Harts So Good • Rock with You • Rosanna • Somewhere Out There • Take My Breath Away • Time After Time • What’s Love Got to Do with It • and more.

Use L.I.F.E. code: LL11
Hal Leonard song book code: 100211
To order: visit www.musicdispatch.com, or call 1-800-637-2852 Please note, there is a shipping and handling charge.

December 2013
Songs of the 90’s
Regular Price $12.95
Members Receive a 25% Discount
E-Z Play Today Volume 38
40 great songs from the ’90s including: All for Love • Beautiful in My Eyes • Friends in Low Places • Have I Told You Lately • Here and Now • Theme from “Schindler’s List” • Tears in Heaven • Vision of Love • A Whole New World (Aladdin’s Theme) • and more.

Use L.I.F.E. code: LL12
Hal Leonard song book code: 100032

New research shows the cognitive benefits of even a small amount of musical activity

New research has shown that individuals who play an instrument are more capable at identifying errors and correcting mistakes, and that these benefits apply to amateur musicians as well as professionals.

The study, led by Dr Ines Jentzsch for the University of St Andrews, tested the cognitive abilities of musicians and non-musicians, with the research concluding that learning an instrument could “slow or even prevent” the mental decline associated with aging. Read the entire article at The Independent, www.independent.co.uk

The bottom line? We shall resolve to keep playing our Lowreys! While we will not be gracing the stage at Carnegie Hall anytime soon, we will certainly enjoy the many benefits making music brings to our lives.

Wilkerson’s Keyboard Studio Offers ‘Ageless’ Lowrey Classes
WKS recently shared some photos of their class members.

Music making is exercise for the brain!
Playing Autumn Leaves

by: Bil Curry

Autumn Leaves is a great song to play during this time of the year. Under the Swing style heading, select Autumn Keys. Be sure your Right Foot Switch is set to FX / Fill which is the factory default setting. When you don't have Autumn Keys use EZ 4 / 4 under the Soft & Easy or Smooth heading (EZ 2, EZ4, EZ10 & EZ300 Fanfare).

Music for Autumn Leaves can be found in these Hal Leonard EZ Play Today books:

- 51 - Essential Songs – The 1950s
- 57 – More of the Best Songs Ever
- 66 – Torch Songs
- 119 – Fifty Seven Super Hits
- 162 – Lounge Music
- 328 – French Songs
- 340 – Anthology of Jazz Songs
- 343 – Anthology of Love Songs
- 350 – Billboard Songbook Series
- 360 – More 100 Years of Song
- 389 – Still More Songs of the 1950's
- 389 – French Songs
- 390 – More French Songs
- 390 – French Songs
- 403 – More French Songs
- 406 – French Songs
- 409 – French Songs
- 412 – French Songs
- 415 – French Songs
- 418 – French Songs
- 421 – French Songs
- 424 – French Songs
- 427 – French Songs
- 430 – French Songs
- 433 – French Songs
- 436 – French Songs
- 439 – French Songs
- 442 – French Songs
- 445 – French Songs
- 448 – French Songs
- 451 – French Songs
- 454 – French Songs
- 457 – French Songs
- 460 – French Songs
- 463 – French Songs
- 466 – French Songs
- 469 – French Songs
- 472 – French Songs
- 475 – French Songs
- 478 – French Songs
- 481 – French Songs
- 484 – French Songs
- 487 – French Songs
- 490 – French Songs
- 493 – French Songs
- 496 – French Songs
- 499 – French Songs
- 502 – French Songs
- 505 – French Songs
- 508 – French Songs
- 511 – French Songs
- 514 – French Songs
- 517 – French Songs
- 520 – French Songs
- 523 – French Songs
- 526 – French Songs
- 529 – French Songs
- 532 – French Songs
- 535 – French Songs
- 538 – French Songs
- 541 – French Songs
- 544 – French Songs
- 547 – French Songs
- 550 – French Songs
- 553 – French Songs
- 556 – French Songs
- 559 – French Songs
- 562 – French Songs
- 565 – French Songs
- 568 – French Songs
- 571 – French Songs
- 574 – French Songs
- 577 – French Songs
- 580 – French Songs
- 583 – French Songs
- 586 – French Songs
- 589 – French Songs
- 592 – French Songs
- 595 – French Songs
- 598 – French Songs
- 601 – French Songs
- 604 – French Songs
- 607 – French Songs
- 610 – French Songs
- 613 – French Songs
- 616 – French Songs
- 619 – French Songs
- 622 – French Songs
- 625 – French Songs
- 628 – French Songs
- 631 – French Songs
- 634 – French Songs
- 637 – French Songs
- 640 – French Songs
- 643 – French Songs
- 646 – French Songs
- 649 – French Songs
- 652 – French Songs
- 655 – French Songs
- 658 – French Songs
- 661 – French Songs
- 664 – French Songs
- 667 – French Songs
- 670 – French Songs
- 673 – French Songs
- 676 – French Songs
- 679 – French Songs
- 682 – French Songs
- 685 – French Songs
- 688 – French Songs
- 691 – French Songs
- 694 – French Songs
- 697 – French Songs
- 700 – French Songs
- 703 – French Songs
- 706 – French Songs
- 709 – French Songs
- 712 – French Songs
- 715 – French Songs
- 718 – French Songs
- 721 – French Songs
- 724 – French Songs
- 727 – French Songs
- 730 – French Songs
- 733 – French Songs
- 736 – French Songs
- 739 – French Songs
- 742 – French Songs
- 745 – French Songs
- 748 – French Songs
- 751 – French Songs
- 754 – French Songs
- 757 – French Songs
- 760 – French Songs
- 763 – French Songs
- 766 – French Songs
- 769 – French Songs
- 772 – French Songs
- 775 – French Songs
- 778 – French Songs
- 781 – French Songs
- 784 – French Songs
- 787 – French Songs
- 790 – French Songs
- 793 – French Songs
- 796 – French Songs
- 799 – French Songs
- 802 – French Songs
- 805 – French Songs
- 808 – French Songs
- 811 – French Songs
- 814 – French Songs
- 817 – French Songs
- 820 – French Songs
- 823 – French Songs
- 826 – French Songs
- 829 – French Songs
- 832 – French Songs
- 835 – French Songs
- 838 – French Songs
- 841 – French Songs
- 844 – French Songs
- 847 – French Songs
- 850 – French Songs
- 853 – French Songs
- 856 – French Songs
- 859 – French Songs
- 862 – French Songs
- 865 – French Songs
- 868 – French Songs
- 871 – French Songs
- 874 – French Songs
- 877 – French Songs
- 880 – French Songs
- 883 – French Songs
- 886 – French Songs
- 889 – French Songs
- 892 – French Songs
- 895 – French Songs
- 898 – French Songs
- 901 – French Songs
- 904 – French Songs
- 907 – French Songs
- 910 – French Songs
- 913 – French Songs
- 916 – French Songs
- 919 – French Songs
- 922 – French Songs
- 925 – French Songs
- 928 – French Songs
- 931 – French Songs
- 934 – French Songs
- 937 – French Songs
- 940 – French Songs
- 943 – French Songs
- 946 – French Songs
- 949 – French Songs
- 952 – French Songs
- 955 – French Songs
- 958 – French Songs
- 961 – French Songs
- 964 – French Songs
- 967 – French Songs
- 970 – French Songs
- 973 – French Songs
- 976 – French Songs
- 979 – French Songs
- 982 – French Songs
- 985 – French Songs
- 988 – French Songs
- 991 – French Songs
- 994 – French Songs
- 997 – French Songs
- 1000 – French Songs

1. Start with just Rhythm Preset 0. On the EZ2, 4, 10 & Fanfare, turn down the drum volume so the drum fill will not be too loud.
2. On the Volume Pedal, slide your foot over and hold the Right Foot Switch so that the FX / Fill will play when the Style starts. Leave your foot on the Right Foot Switch until you get to the bridge of the song (where the words go, “When you went away, the days grow long”). On the EZ2 press and release the Fill button on the long notes.
3. Do not use the Intro feature. To begin, just play the first 3 notes of the song very slowly with no Style.
4. On the 4th note, play the chord and you will hear the Style come in playing a pattern similar to the Roger Williams recording of this song (remember, you are holding the Right Foot Switch for FX / Fill). As long as you play in time, you do not have to take your foot off the Right Foot Switch until the Bridge. On the EZ2, 4, 10 & Fanfare you will not get the descending piano fill that the Autumn Keys style provides; however, the Harp fill is reminiscent of falling leaves.
5. On the Bridge of the song, play the melody on the Lower Right Split (Flugel Horn or Sax) and be sure to release the Right Foot Switch. On the very last note of the song, play the melody one whole step high (like an F# if the last note is E, or an E if the last note is D) which will give you a real “jazzy” sound.
6. Press General Preset #4 (Strings) and repeat the whole song. When you get to the end, press the Ending button and do not release the last note of the song until the ending is almost over. While the Ending is playing, reach over with your left hand and increase the Orch Plus Volume so that the Strings sound you are holding on the Upper Keyboard doesn’t totally drown out the ending.

Ok, let’s go jump in a leaf pile!

L.I.F.E. Club Learns More About Toys for Tots Drive

Anticipating the upcoming Holiday season, the Space City L.I.F.E. Club welcomed to its monthly meeting Master Sergeant Mack Grimmett, who heads the local Marine Corps Reserve “Toys for Tots” Drive. He explained in detail the procedures that are followed for the Marines annual charitable event. The Club members were particularly impressed with the strict guidelines established for determining the true needs of the recipients. Furthermore, he noted that contributions, both cash and toys, were designated for children in the Houston area. After sharing highlights of his personal involvement in the program, Master Sergeant Grimmett presented a plaque to the club in recognition of their continuing support for the charity.

Space City L.I.F.E. Club is a group of senior citizen home organ players who meet monthly and are sponsored by Forshey Piano & Organ Company. Submitted by W’O Stewart

L.I.F.E. Club Officers awarded “Toys for Tots” plaque by Master Sergeant Mack Grimmett. From left to right: B-O-B Chairperson Carolyn Padilla, Treasurer Martina Boe, Master Sergeant Grimmett, President Paul Vernon, Secretary Gerry Steed, Music Program and Club Director Linda Callaway

Donate Toys or Volunteer Locally

Is your L.I.F.E. Chapter interested in hosting a local toys for tots event or finding a local toy drop location? Visit www.toysfortots.org

You and your L.I.F.E. Chapter can contribute to your local Toys for Tots campaign in several ways. Donate toys at a local toy drop location, host a Toys for Tots event, or volunteer at the local warehouse.

Whatever you choose to do to brighten this holiday season, be it collect toys, play in the community, or organize a food drive, be sure to take pictures and send us your story to share with all L.I.F.E. members.
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Music makes a difference for the brain!

---

**Musicians spot mistakes more quickly and more accurately than non-musicians**

New research shows the cognitive benefits of even a small amount of musical activity.

The study, led by Dr. Ines Jentzsch for the University of St Andrews, tested the cognitive abilities of musicians and non-musicians, with the research concluding that learning an instrument could “slow or even prevent” the mental decline associated with aging. Read the entire article at The Independent, www.independent.co.uk.

**The bottom line?** We shall resolve to keep playing our Lowreys! While we will not be gracing the stage at Carnegie Hall anytime soon, we will certainly enjoy the many benefits making music brings to our lives.

---

**Wilkerson’s Keyboard Studio Offers ‘Ageless’ Lowrey Classes**

WKS recently shared some photos of their class members.

---

**Music making is exercise for the brain!**